THE FINE ARTS SOCIETY

GURU GOBIND INDRA PRSTHA UNIVERSITY

LALITYA, the Fine Arts Club of GGSIPU is organising POSTER MAKING COMPETITION in pursuance of Release of The Budget of India, 2017 from 1:30 PM outside the Central Library, GGSIPU Main Campus.

Norms of the competition –

1. Theme(s) –
   a) “Budget and its impact on common man”
   b) “Demonetisation and its impact on common man”
2. Drawing Sheets (Size – A3) will be provided to the participants.
3. The participants are to bring personal drawing and colouring material.
4. Use of external help like Internet or reference material is strictly prohibited.
5. AWARDS & CERTIFICATES OF ACHIEVEMENT will be provided to First Three position holders.
6. CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION WILL BE PROVIDED TO ALL THE PARTICIPANTS.

Students desirous to participate may contact the following Student Coordinators –

I. Anmol – 8882169503
II. Parikshit Goswami – 9811440558

REGARDS AND A VERY HAPPY REPUBLIC DAY.

TEAM LALITYA

(Asst. Prof. VSMS)